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Abstract—Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) can be used in
a broad range of applications from complex military operations
to simple domestic environments. This makes security a vital
characteristic in WSNs. There have been numerous studies in
the field of security in sensor networks, being Intrusion Detection
System (IDS) among the most used tools in this area. This study
proposes a new IDS design based on reputation and trust of the
different nodes of a network for decision-making and analysis of
possible sources of malicious attacks.

Index Terms—Intrusion Detection, Wireless Sensor Network,
Reputation, Trust, Security.

I. INTRODUCTION

A WSN [1] is a network compounded by small embedded
systems that gather information from its sensor, make a set of
computations and communicate via wireless links with other
nodes. These nodes can be deployed in many environments
and each environment has its own needs. For example, in
hostile ones WSN need to be secure and trustworthy, while
in unattended environments they need to be autonomous and
self-sufficient. Due to these reasons the complexity of sensors
may vary significantly, from small computation power with
low energy consumption to large nodes with complex systems
used in military environments. But in most cases nodes are
designed as simple as possible to minimize production costs
and reduce power consumption.

Because nodes are often responsible for managing critical
systems, security becomes one of the most important features
in WSN. In hostile environments an adversary can manage
to compromise one or more nodes, and the security sys-
tems have to minimize the damage. Prevention methods like
encryption and authentication can reduce intrusions but not
eliminate them. These methods cannot defend the system from
compromised nodes that are already part of the network and
thus use proper private keys. Security research assumes that
weak links, which can be exploited, can always exist in the
network, no matter how many intrusion prevention policies are
established. The undetected weak links provide the attackers a
point to provoke network failures. If a system is able to detect
the intruder soon enough, appropriate measures can be taken
before any damage is done or any data is compromised. In this
area, intrusion detection systems are responsible for detecting

a possible attack and minimizing the risks.
In this work we review the work done so far on Intrusion

Detection Systems for WSN, then we focus on reputation and
trust based systems, and finally we propose a new architecture
based on the most suitable features of the reviewed systems
that can lead to a complete and industrially usable IDS for
WSN.

II. RELATED WORK

During the last few years, some works have been published
where intrusion detection systems were applied in WSN envi-
ronments [2] [3] [4]. Most of these studies have covered the
local detection problem, where nodes detect specific attacks
that happen in their network.

A description of the requirements of a WSN oriented IDS
is given in [5]. Embedded systems, by definition, must use the
minimum resources possible to preserve their lifetime. One of
the main characteristic is that it must work with only localized
and partial data due to the possible lack of centralized points
with a global view. Other characteristics are that the system
can never trust any node completely and that the system should
be fully distributed. Finally, it should be able to withstand an
attack to the IDS itself.

Similar IDS are proposed in [3] and [6], where there are
special purpose nodes in the network which are responsible
for monitoring other nodes. They listen to messages in their
same radio range and store message fields that can be useful
to an IDS running in a sensor node. There are some other
different points of view in the design of IDS in WSN, for
example [7], where nodes are selfish and try to preserve their
resources at expense of others. Other works, [8] and [9], keep
the idea of no collaboration among sensor nodes and assume
that the ad hoc network routing protocols can be applied to
WSN.

A distributed intelligent agent-based system is proposed in
[10]. It detects intrusions in a fully distributed way. This
characteristic comes from the fact that all nodes have an
independent IDS agent installed. This agent is able to detect
intrusions locally, always based on data collected by the same
node and by neighbour nodes. Once an intrusion is detected,
the responses or actions taken to isolate it are based on a



decision that is made collaboratively by the set of participating
nodes. Other collaborative approaches on the local detection
of selective forwarding and sinkhole attacks can be found in
[11] and [12].

Intrusion detection in ad-hoc networks has had more at-
tention as described in [13]. Distributed and collaborative
IDS architectures are preferable for these networks. This way,
detailed distributed designs, actual detection techniques and
system performance have been more deeply studied. It must
be taken into account that wireless sensor networks compared
to ad-hoc networks are generally much more resource con-
strained. Approaches to a more sensor collaborative system
rather than a specific attacks detection system can be found in
[2].

Regarding distributed systems, LIDeA is a lightweight WSN
oriented IDS [14]. It is based on a distributed architecture,
where nodes listen to their neighbour nodes and collaborate
with each other in order to detect an intrusion successfully.
LIDeA, uses components and interfaces of TinyOS [15], a
free and open source component-based operating system and
WSN oriented platform.

Another distributed IDS is presented in [16]. In this work
a misuse-based combined with anomaly-based IDS in a two-
level distributed hierarchy is proposed. There are two main
parts in this IDS: The IDS Central Agent, which is in charge
of recognizing attacks by exploiting control data and alarms
sent by Local Agents (LA), and the IDS Local Agent which
is located in each node. This LA is compound by other three
parts, the Local Packet Monitor (it is in charge of analysing the
traffic flowing through the node), the Control Data Collector
(gathers measures to be sent to the IDS Central Agent) and
the Local Detection Engine (it is in charge of detecting
suspicious activities and rising alerts, receiving responses from
the Central Agent and performing possible recovery actions).
The usage of an anomaly-based approach for local detection
might result in a high number of false positives. The usage of
temporary local decisions allows the mitigation of such sided
effect and especially avoids the triggering of responses for
intermittent anomalies. The temporary decisions made by the
Local Agent may be made persistent by the Central Agent.
The Central Agent detects attacks based on known patterns of
attack features (misuse-based detection), and when it makes
its final decision, the base station propagates the decision to
the Local Agents for its enforcement.

Finally a Hybrid Intrusion Detection System (HIDS) has
been proposed in [17]. This system is based on a hybrid star
architecture and applied to Cluster Wireless Sensor Networks
(CWSN) where intrusions are detected by Cluster Heads.
The proposed HIDS consists of an anomaly detection and
misuse detection model. It filters a large number of packet
records, using the anomaly detection model, and performs
a second detection with the misuse detection model, when
the packet can be determined as an intrusion. Therefore, it
efficiently detects intrusions and avoids the resource waste.
Finally, integrates the outputs of the anomaly detection and
misuse detection models with a decision making model. This

determines the presence of an intrusion, and classifies the type
of the attack. The output of the decision making model is then
reported to an administrator for follow-up work. This method
not only decreases the threat of having successful attacks in the
system, but also helps the user handle and correct the system
further with hybrid detection.

A similar HIDS is presented in [18], where the system
is based in anomaly and misuse techniques. The attacks are
detected through the collaboration of global and local agents
integrated in the application layer of nodes. A defense method
and four algorithms to detect and isolate malicious nodes are
also proposed.

III. REPUTATION AND TRUST-BASED SYSTEMS IN WSN

In recent years a growing number of studies have been
conducted on the use of reputation systems in sensor and ad-
hoc networks [19]. But only RFSN [20] and DRBTS [21] have
focused on the use of reputation systems in WSN.

DRBTS stands for “Distributed Reputation and trust-based
Beacon Trust System”. This model makes use of some special
nodes called Beacon Nodes (BN) that can monitor each node
around and report to the rest of the network of gathered
information. This data is gathered using watchdog mechanism,
this mechanism is used assiduously in WSNs and is explained
in [22].

Meanwhile RFSN or Reputation-based Framework for Sen-
sor Network is a design based on the watchdog mechanism as
well, but this design keeps this mechanism in each node of the
network. Making use of this, a node can classify each action
as a cooperative or non-cooperative creating the reputation of
the nodes around.

IV. ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROPOSED IDS

The IDS proposed in this work is a distributed anomaly
detection based system, where each node will have an IDS
agent that will monitor local activities. If the local agent
cannot determine the behaviour of an activity, this agent will
contact with the agents near him to determine if that activity
is malicious or not. Once that one activity is considered
malicious, the IDS will take necessary measures to mitigate
the situation.

IDS agents located in nodes are compounded by five parts;
Local Data Collection module gathers different inputs, systems
logs, network traffic or sensor values. After, recollected inputs
are analysed by Local Detection Engine that will raise alarm
flag if finds evidence of malicious activities. Once alarm is
raised the Local Response and Global Response will take
care of the situation to mitigate the failure. But if the Local
Detection engine cannot determine the conduct of a behaviour,
the Cooperative Detection engine will ask nodes’ opinion
about that activity, to define if it is normal or malicious.

The detection system proposed for this IDS is an hybrid
between anomaly and specification-based detection systems.
At the initialization of the system some specific parameters are
configured, as response time or frequency of notifications. This
allows the IDS to monitor the different protocols of the system



Fig. 1. Local IDS architecture

and search for possible attacks. Besides, the IDS also has a
series of rules based on node behaviour to cover the widest
range of attacks that would not be covered with specification-
based detection.

To determine the behaviour of a node, reputation and trust
is used. If node A suspects about the confidence of node B,
node A can ask the other nodes their reputation value for node
B. The most shared opinion about the confidence of node B
can confirm or discard the suspicions of node A.

To determine the reputation of node B, node A takes into
account the communications and iterations between them. To
calculate the reputation is used Beta distribution [23] [24]
which uses correct and incorrect iterations to give a reputation
value.

Rij = β(αj + 1, βj + 1) (1)

where Rij represents the confidence of the node i for
node j, αj are the cooperative iterations and βj are the no
cooperatives ones.

Tij = E(β{αj + 1, βj + 1}) = αj + 1

αj + βj + 2
(2)

where Tij is the trust of a node for other node, is given by
a value from 0 to 1 (1 meaning absolute trust) and is based
on Beta distribution.

On the other hand, if a node has doubts about another node
and cannot determine with certainty if it is malicious or not
because of lack of data, this node can ask its neighbourhood
for information to determine with accuracy the aim of the
suspicious node. The neighbourhood of a node is compounded
by the nodes that are not farther than two hops.

To calculate the new reputation of a node using the informa-
tion given by the nodes in the neighbourhood, the same system

Fig. 2. Node neighbourhood definition

of second hand information used in [20] and explained in [24]
is applied.

αNEW
j = αj +

{2 ∗ αk ∗ αk
j }

{(βk + 2) ∗ (αk
j + βk

j + 2)}+ {2 ∗ αk}
(3)

βNEW
j = βj +

{2 ∗ αk ∗ βk
j }

{(βk + 2) ∗ (αk
j + βk

j + 2)}+ {2 ∗ αk}
(4)

When a node asks for information about another node
to the neighbourhood, it receives observations that nodes of
neighbourhood have about the node in question (αk

j , βk
j ),

where αk
j are the correct iterations performed by node k with

node j and βk
j are the incorrect ones.

With this second hand information a node can calculate
the new iteration values that are used to recalculate the
reputation. Moreover, information received from nodes with
high reputation will have greater weight than those with less
reputation.

V. COMPARISON BETWEEN PROPOSED IDS AND
ANALYSED IDS

As shown in table I, we have analysed the characteristics
of the more representative IDS with the IDS proposed in this
paper.

The first IDS that was analysed was proposed in [16],
despite being distributed and to have great strength and
great success in attack detection, we find that the centralized
architecture used in this proposal has no place in our needs,
so we focus on analysing only those IDS that can operate
autonomously without a central server that maintains the
proper functioning of the network.

The IDS proposed in [3], is a solution based on the classical
architecture where information is collected, a set of rules is
applied and they confirm the intrusion attempr or not. This



TABLE I
SUMMARY OF REPRESENTATIVE SOLUTIONS AND PROPOSED SOLUTION

Specification LIDeA [16] [10] [3] Proposed Solution

Detection System
Anomaly 3 3 3
Misuse 3 3 3 3

Specification-based 3

Adaptable Automatic 3 3 3
Human Interaction 3 3

Architecture Centralized 3
Distributed 3 3 3 3

IDS
Location

Each node 3 3 3 3 3
Central 3

Cluster Heads
Cooperation 3 3 3
Lightweight 3 3

Reputation Based 3

solution even being simple and effective, does not meet our
demands, as we consider essential the cooperation between
nodes to develop a quality IDS in the field of WSN.

LIDeA and [10] on the other hand are two distributed IDS
that base their analyses on cooperation between nodes. They
have differences in the mechanisms of detection of anomalies,
but overall the biggest difference is that LIDeA is aimed
at keeping the network traffic as low as possible without
overloading the network channel with IDS messages.

Taking into account our needs and the characteristics of the
analysed IDS, our proposed IDS is designed to be adaptable,
distributed, cooperative, lightweight and reputation-based.

LIDeA satisfies the vast majority of the main requisites
that we see as essential to create an IDS for WSN, but we
find it imperative the use of a reputation system for help to
differentiate malicious nodes which are not. Although this
feature increases the level of complexity and therefore the
resource usage of nodes, it also increases the performance of
the IDS for detecting attacks.

VI. CONCLUSION

As discussed in this paper, different versions of IDS have
been proposed in recent years with multiple architectures for
detecting WSN attacks. In this preliminary work we have
considered an IDS based on cooperation between nodes and
fully distributed architecture.

Keeping these two main features we have proposed an
architecture of cooperation, based on reputation to create a
network of autonomous sensors capable of detecting most kind
of attacks and network failures using an anomaly detection
system together with specification-based detection system. All
this designed from the premise of creating a system that fits the
characteristics of sensor networks and maintaining the protocol
as lightweight as possible to guarantee the autonomy of the
nodes.
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